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In 2006, Hewlett Packard (HP),a global technology giant, found itself
embroiled in a corporate scandal that shook Silicon Valley to its core. The
scandal involved allegations of corporate espionage, pretexting, and ethical
misconduct that ultimately led to the resignation of CEO Mark Hurd and the
firing of several other top executives. This article delves into the details of
the HP spying scandal, exploring its key players, timeline of events, and the
lessons learned about business ethics and corporate governance.

Key Players

### Mark Hurd

Mark Hurd was the CEO of HP from 2005 to 2010. He was widely admired
for his business acumen and his ability to turn around struggling
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companies. However, his legacy was tarnished by the spying scandal that
erupted during his tenure.

### Patricia Dunn

Patricia Dunn was the chairwoman of HP's board of directors from 2005 to
2006. She was a close ally of Hurd and played a key role in the decision to
authorize the use of pretexting to investigate leaks of confidential
information from the company.

### Dave DeWalt

Dave DeWalt was HP's chief security officer from 2005 to 2006. He was
responsible for conducting the pretexting investigation that led to the
scandal.

Timeline of Events

### 2005

* **July:** HP's board of directors authorizes the use of pretexting to
investigate leaks of confidential information. * **August:** DeWalt hires
private investigators to conduct the investigation. * **September:** The
private investigators obtain phone records of HP employees and journalists
using pretexting.

### 2006

* **January:** The Wall Street Journal publishes a story about HP's use of
pretexting. * **February:** Hurd announces his resignation as CEO. *



**March:** Dunn is fired from the board of directors. * **April:** HP settles a
class-action lawsuit filed by employees whose privacy was violated.

Ethical Collapse

The HP spying scandal was a clear violation of ethical principles and
corporate governance best practices. The company's decision to authorize
the use of pretexting was a serious breach of trust that damaged the
privacy of its employees and undermined the company's reputation.

The scandal also raised questions about the role of the board of directors in
ensuring ethical behavior within a company. Dunn's close relationship with
Hurd and her willingness to approve the use of questionable tactics raised
concerns about the board's ability to provide independent oversight.

Lessons Learned

The HP spying scandal has taught several important lessons for
businesses about ethics and corporate governance:

* **Importance of Ethical Leadership:** Leaders must set a strong ethical
tone for their companies. They must make clear that unethical behavior will
not be tolerated. * **Role of the Board of Directors:** The board of directors
is responsible for overseeing the company's ethics and ensuring that
management is acting in the best interests of the company and its
stakeholders. * **Importance of Privacy:** Companies must respect the
privacy of their employees and customers. Pretexting and other unethical
tactics to obtain information are unacceptable. * **Need for Strong
Corporate Governance:** Companies need to have strong corporate
governance practices in place to prevent unethical behavior and ensure
that the company is operating in a responsible manner.



The HP spying scandal is a cautionary tale about the importance of ethical
behavior and corporate governance. The company's decision to authorize
the use of pretexting was a serious breach of trust that damaged its
reputation and led to the resignation of its CEO. The scandal also raised
questions about the role of the board of directors in ensuring ethical
behavior within a company.

The lessons learned from the HP spying scandal are invaluable for
businesses of all sizes. By adhering to ethical principles, respecting
privacy, and implementing strong corporate governance practices,
companies can avoid similar scandals and protect their reputations.

Additional Information

* New York Times article about the HP spying scandal * Washington Post
article about the HP spying scandal * SEC press release about the HP
spying scandal
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